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What is the  
Pine Bluff Arsenal 
Compatible Use Study?

The Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) 

Compatible Use Study (CUS) is 

a collaborative planning effort 

between Jefferson County, PBA, 

the City of White Hall, the City 

of Pine Bluff, state and federal 

agencies, the community, and 

other interested and affected 

stakeholders to identify and 

address compatibility issues. 

The CUS effort can directly benefit 

PBA and the community by:

 � Protecting the health and  

safety of surrounding residents 

and workers;

 � Preserving long-term land use 

compatibility between PBA and 

the surrounding jurisdictions;

 � Sustaining economic vitality of 

the communities;

 � Enhancing communication and 

coordination between PBA and 

community officials;

 � Providing tools to assist in  

land-use decisions.

Why is it Important to Partner 
with Pine Bluff Arsenal?

Pine Bluff Arsenal is part of the Joint Munitions Command. The Arsenal’s core mission 
includes critical manufacturing capability for non-lethal ammunition and tactical smoke 
devices. Approximately two-thirds of PBA’s ammunition and Chemical and Biological 
Defense products are produced only at the Arsenal, making it a critical asset for 
defense needs. Pine Bluff Arsenal is also responsible for the maintenance of mobile and 
powered hospital and shelter systems. 

Key Facts:
 � Pine Bluff Arsenal is the only active-duty Army installation in Arkansas.

 � Approximately 850 government and contractor personnel are employed at PBA.

 � Pine Bluff Arsenal is one of the top three employers in Southeast Arkansas, with an 
annual economic impact on the region of $141 million.

 � Pine Bluff Arsenal covers approximately 13,500 acres.

 � 148 different ammunition and Chemical and Biological Defense products are 
manufactured at Pine Bluff Arsenal.

What are the Goal and Objectives of 
the Compatible Use Study?

The goal of the CUS is to reduce potential conflicts between PBA and surrounding 
communities while accommodating new compatible growth and economic 
development. The objectives of the CUS program are:

Understanding
Bring together community 

and military representatives 

to discuss compatibility 

issues in an open forum that 

considers both community 

and military perspectives and 

needs.

Collaboration
Encourage cooperative  

land use and resource 

planning among the 

military and surrounding 

communities to ensure 

compatible community 

growth while reducing 

operational impacts on lands 

within the CUS Study Area.

Actions
Provide a set of mutually 

supported tools and 

procedures from which 

local jurisdictions, 

agencies, the military, and 

other stakeholders can 

implement appropriate 

recommendations that are 

developed during the CUS.

Fact Sheet #1 ★ Overview 

What will the Compatible Use Study Provide?
The Pine Bluff Arsenal CUS will provide stakeholders with:

An assessment of existing land 
uses, potential growth areas, 
and economic development 
opportunities around PBA.

Information to assist 
surrounding communities in 
making informed decisions 
regarding compatibility.

Recommended strategies will be developed 
for each compatibility issue to promote 
compatible land use planning around PBA and 
within the surrounding communities. 



What is Compatibility?
Compatibility, in relationship to military readiness, is the 

balance and / or compromise between community and 

military needs and interests. The goal of compatibility 

planning is to promote an environment where both 

entities can successfully coexist. The PBA CUS will assess 

the following set of 26 potential compatibility factors to 

determine all current and potential issues.

The gold borders indicate known areas of concern.
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Scarce Natural Resources (SNR)
As future global environmental and 
weather conditions change, military 
installations and their neighboring 
communities must consider 
factors to support installation and 
community resiliency, such as backup 
water and energy source, to maintain 
operations during emergencies.

Public Trespassing (PT)
This factor addresses public 
trespassing, either purposeful 
or unintentional, onto a military 
installation. 

Legislative Initiatives (LEG)
Federal, state, or local laws and 
regulations may have a direct 
or indirect effect on a military 
installation to conduct its current 
or future mission. They can also 
constrain development potential in 
areas surrounding the installation.

Cultural Resources (CR)
Cultural resources may prevent 
development, apply development 
constraints, or require special 
access by Native American tribes, 
governmental regulatory authorities, 
or other groups.

Public Services (PS)
Public services ensures that services 
such as police, fire, emergency 
services, parks and recreation, 
and infrastructure are of good 
quality and available for use by 
the installation and surrounding 
communities. The availability of 
these public services in the event 
of emergency situations is also 
considered.

Housing Availability (HA)
Housing availability addresses the 
supply and demand for housing 
in the region. It also identifies the 
competition for shelter that may 
result from changes in the number of 
military personnel and the supply of 
military family housing provided by 
the installation.

Communication/
Coordination (COM)

Community/coordination relates 
to the level of interaction on 
compatibility issues among military 
installations, jurisdictions, land and 
resource management agencies, and 
conservation authorities.

Water Quality/Quantity (WQQ)
Assurance that adequate supplies of 
quality water are available for use 
by the installation and surrounding 
communities is a concern with 
growth and development. Water 
supply for agricultural and 
industrial use is also considered.

Land/Air Space 
Competition (LAS)

The military manages or uses land 
and air space to accomplish testing, 
training, and operational missions. 
These resources must be available 
and of a sufficient size and quality to 
accommodate effective training and 
testing. 

Marine Environments (MAR)
Regulatory or permit requirements 
protecting marine and ocean 
resources can affect the military’s 
ability to conduct operations, 
training exercises, or testing in a 
water-based environment.

Resilience (RE)
Future climate change resulting from 
natural factors and human activities 
influencing long-term atmospheric 
conditions may cause impacts 
including changes in flood potential 
which can present operational and 
planning challenges for the military 
and communities.

Frequency Spectrum 
Capacity (FSC)

Frequency spectrum capacity is 
critical for maintaining existing and 
future missions and communications 
on installations. This includes the 
effects of consumer electronics.

Air Quality (AQ)
For compatibility, the primary air 
quality concerns are pollutants that 
limit visibility and poor air quality 
that may impact health and limit 
future changes in operations at the 
installation or in the area.

Biological Resources (BIO)
Biological resources include 
threatened and endangered 
species and the habitats they live 
in or utilize, such as wetlands and 
migratory corridors. The presence 
of sensitive biological resources 
may require special development 
considerations.

Resource Factors

Social Factors



Frequency Spectrum 
Impedance/Interference (FSI)

The interruption of electronic signals 
by a structure or object (impedance) 
or the inability to distribute / 
receive a particular frequency 
because of similar frequency 
competition (interference).

Energy Development (ED)
Development of energy sources, 
including alternative energy 
sources could pose compatibility 
issues related to glare (solar 
energy), vertical obstruction (wind 
generation), or radar interference 
(wind generation).

Dust/Smoke/Steam (DSS)
Dust (and smoke) can be created by 
fire, ground disturbance, military 
operations, industrial activities, or 
other similar processes. Dust, smoke, 
and steam present compatibility 
issues if sufficient in quantity to 
impact flight operations.

Anti-Terrorism / Force 
Protection (ATFP)

Anti-Terrorism / Force Protection 
(AT / FP) relates to the safety 
of personnel, facilities, and 
information on an installation  
from outside threats. Methods to 
protect the installation and its 
supportive facilities can impact  
off-installation uses.

Infrastructure Extensions (IE)
The extension or provision of 
infrastructure (roads, sewer, water, 
etc.) in the vicinity of a military 
installation. Infrastructure can 
enhance the operations of the 
installation by providing needed 
services, however expanded 
infrastructure could encourage 
incompatible growth near the 
installation.

Land Use (LU)
Land Use and zoning definitions may 
cause compatibility issues due to 
restriction in certain uses. County 
and local jurisdictions’ general 
plans and zoning ordinances can be 
the most effective tools for avoiding 
or resolving land use compatibility 
issues if they are addressed.

Light and Glare (LG)
Light sources from communities at 
night can cause excessive glare and 
illumination, impacting the use of 
military night vision devices and 
air operations. Conversely, high 
intensity light sources generated 
from a military area (such as ramp 
lighting) may have a negative impact 
on the adjacent community.

Noise (NOI)
Sound which reaches unwanted 
levels is referred to as noise. The 
central issue of noise is the impact, 
or perceived impact, on people, 
animals (wild and domestic), and 
general land use compatibility. 
Exposure to high noise levels can 
have a significant impact on human 
activity, health, and safety.

Safety (SA)
Safety zones are areas in which 
development should be more 
restrictive due to the higher risks 
to public safety. Issues to consider 
include accident potential zones, 
weapons firing range safety zones, 
and explosive safety zones.

Roadway Capacity (RC)
Roadway capacity relates to 
the ability of existing freeways, 
highways, arterials, and local roads 
to provide adequate mobility 
and access between military 
installations and their surrounding 
communities.

Vertical Obstructions (VO)
Vertical obstructions are created 
by buildings, trees, structures, or 
other features that may encroach 
into airspace used for military 
operations. These can present safety 
hazards to both the public and 
military personnel.

Vibration (V)
Vibration is an oscillation or 
motion that alternates in opposite 
directions and may occur as a result 
of an impact, explosion, noise, 
mechanical operation, or other 
change in the environment. Vibration 
may be caused by military and / or 
civilian activities and present quality 
of life impacts.

Development Factors
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Compatible Use Study

Who Will Guide the CUS Development?

 
Policy Committee

§   Composed of elected 
officials and PBA leadership.

§  Provides key insights 
into the local and 
regional issues.

§  Assists with refinement of 
all recommendations to fit 
local needs and capabilities.

Technical 
Working Group

§  Includes local jurisdiction 
and PBA technical staff, and 
other local subject matter 
experts as necessary.

§  Provides technical expertise 
for the identifications of 
compatibility issues and 
development of related 
strategies.

§  Reviews draft documents for 
technical accuracy.

 
Public

§  Includes all members of the 
community.

§  Provides input and 
information related to 
compatibility issues and 
strategies.

§  Provides review and 
comments of the draft 
documents during the Public 
Draft review and comment 
period.

INCLUSIVE 

INFORMATIVE

VALIDATING 

We engage as many members of 
the community as possible.

We educate citizens and decision-
makers on the process, issues, 
options, and solutions.

We ensure that citizens and decision-
makers are heard and that they see 
their voices making a difference.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

How Can You Stay Involved?

Stay involved in the development 
of the CUS by providing input and 
guidance to the process by informing 
the representatives of the Policy 
Committee of your issues and 
recommendations. Throughout the 
CUS process, you can:

 � Attend any of the three public 
workshops that will be held

 � Provide input through the project 
website

 � Take the community survey
 � Join the email list to receive 

updates and stay informed of the 
CUS process

Follow on Social Media:

 � Facebook.com/AmericasArsenal
 � Facebook.com/WhiteHallAR
 � Twitter.com/PB_Arsenal

CUS Partners
 � Jefferson County
 � City of Pine Bluff
 � City of White Hall
 � Southeast Arkansas Regional Planning 

Commission
 � Economic Development Alliance for 

Jefferson County
 � State of Arkansas
 � Pine Bluff Arsenal
 � Public  

For More Information
Contact: 

Larry E. Wright, P.E. 
LE Wright & Associate, PLLC

e-mail: arsenal_cus@att.net

This study was prepared under contract with the City of White Hall, Arkansas with financial support 
from the Office of Economic Adjustment Department of Defense. The content reflects the views of 
the key CUS partners involved in the development of this study and does not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Office of Economic Adjustment.
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Pine Bluff Arsenal is located in Jefferson County, Arkansas, just north of the cities 
of Pine Bluff and White Hall. The CUS Study Area centers on Pine Bluff Arsenal and 
includes a general 3-mile area around the installation boundary.
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